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Introduction
Domotica is an iPhone, iPad and iPhone Touch application designed to enhance your BTicino My Home domotic system
performance. Its innovative concept, tied to physical room definition, makes it both unique yet still extremely easy to use.
Domotica can be used in all installations that include an SCS-Ethernet gateway and WiFi access point or broad band data
connection (ADSL or optic fibre). The SCS-Ethernet gateway is required to transmit all the information from the iPhone on the
BTicino proprietor bus through the wireless access point or 3G connection to interact with the My Home domotic network.
Thus, the domotic system can be controlled via local WiFi connection when the iPhone is near the system or, as an
alternative, via data connection to the cell phone network when not near the domotic system.

Figure 1: Minimum NET topology requested by application
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An overview of the application
The Domotica functions are divided into five sub-windows. Move from one window to another by pressing one of the five icons
at the bottom of the iPhone screen.

Figure 2: The tab bar panel on the bottom of the
application screen (iPhone / iPod touch version)
The first window, probably the most important one, is used to manage rooms. A room can be linked to a room in your house
or, more in general, to a place where several heterogeneous controls such as, for example, lights, shutters and video
cameras, are installed. The purpose of the room window is to group a series of controls which can typically co-exist in a
certain place and with which, presumably, you want to interact when you’re physically in that place.
Imagine, for example, that you want to raise or lower an awning outside the living room window. All you need to do is simply
repeat the same actions that you would physically need to do meaning: enter the living room, walk towards the window and
raise or lower the awning. These are all shown in the illustrations below where the correctly configured Domotica system room
window is used.

Figure 3: The room panel shows all Figure 4: In the Living room panel
we find all the related items.
the configured rooms. To “enter”
into the living room you must select
the “Living room” label.

Figure 5: To move the curtain you
must select it at first. Then press '+'
to open, '-' to close. Press 'X' to
close this window.
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The subsequent windows in Domotica, specifically: lights, automations and video cameras, are used to define the various
types of actuators installed in the domotic system. Substantially, they are a different point of view of the same controls already
seen in rooms but grouped here by type.
The last window contains more general information such as SCS-Ethernet gateway configuration and scenario definitions. It
also contains additional windows which, to save space, were not included in the application status bar. Window availability
and positions can be personalised by the user.
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SCS gateway configuration on the Domotica application
To interact with the My Home system, Domotica must know the BTicino SCS-Ethernet gateway IP address. The IP address is
made up of a sequence of 4 numbers separated by a period and varies from system to system. If you do not know the
address, contact your installer.
You can also enter the machine name (NS, Name Server) linked to the manufacturer’s gateway if you want to access your
home from the outside via 3G or WiFi network.
Once you have the IP address or machine name linked to the gateway, open the “Other” window. Here you’ll find the
SYSTEMS item. SYSTEMS refers to a specific installation such as, for example, your home. You can set several systems to
control several home simultaneously; this situation is extremely advantageous if you own a second home.
For now, let’s assume you want to set a system whose gateway is accessible via IP address 192.168.0.100. We’ll call this
system “Rossi House”. The steps to be followed are illustrated below.

Figure 6: Click on “PLANTS”

Figure 7: Choose “Edit”

Figure 8: Press ‘+’ to add a new
plant
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Figure 9: Insert the plant name
and the gateway IP address

Figure 10: Push the “CHECK”
label to check the connection

Figure 12: Push 'Done' to end

Figure 13: The new plant is now
available and selected

Figure 11: If the configuration is
correct a green “” will appear. If
not you’ll see a red “X”

To set additional systems, repeat the steps above. All installed systems will be made available for selection and you can
interact with one system at a time. The selected system will be flagged in the list. Its name will be displayed in the other
windows.
In this phase you must also set the gateway used in the system: please see chapter “Gateway Configuration” for further
information.
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System room settings
The next step is to set the rooms in your home. Let’s take a home as an example. Setting rooms, although optional, is
extremely helpful since it lets you intuitively interact with the building. The steps need to set a room are illustrated below
assuming the previously explained “Rossi House” system was selected.

Figure 14: Select “Room” and then Figure 15: Push '+'
push “Edit”

Figure 16: Enter a name and press
“Save”
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Figure 17: Push “Done”

Figure 18: The new room is now
ready to be used

Figure 19: Repeat the same
procedure to add all the rooms you
need.
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Setting light points
Once rooms are set, specify which devices are installed in your home.
Light points are a good example. Each light point in BTicino My Home systems is physically connected to an actuator which
was given a specific address by the system installer. The address is made up of a series of numbers that identify its “logic
position” in the system. The system, in turn, can be divided into sub—systems called “Interfaces”. Thus, each light point is
uniquely identified by the interface number and its address. In small systems there is usually only one interface: the Main one.
Addresses, on the other hand, can be grouped in “General”, "Rooms" and "Groups". The installer should have given you the
information needed to identify each light point in your system. Usually, this information is also available in the My Home
system booklet.
There are two types of actuators for light points: “Normal” (meaning able to turn the light on and off) or “Dimmer” (more
advanced than the previous and able to change light intensity from a minimum to a maximum value).
Setting light points requires the series of steps below. Some of these steps are optional.

Figure 20: Select “Lights” then
“Edit”

Figure 21: Push '+'

Figure 22: Enter a name and then
“Save”
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Figure 23: (Optional) Push on the
icon to set a photo

Figure 24: Chose a photo from
album or take a new photo

Figure 25: Move and scale and
then select “Chose”

Figure 26: Chose “Room”,
“Typology”, “Timer”, “Address”
and “Interface” of the light

Figure 27: The list of the rooms
depends on the items you have
previously entered

Figure 28: The light type can be
“Normal” or “Dimmer”
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Figure 29: Chose the address

Figure 30: Chose the interface

Figure 31: When you set up all the
options push ”Save”

Figure 32: Push “+” to insert
other lights , “Done” to end

Figure 33: Repeat the explained
procedure to add other light items

Figure 34: Selecting one of the
light in the list the control panel
will be displayed
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Automation settings
The Automations window contains all the actuator types not classified as lights meaning: shutters, curtains, doors, gates,
sprinklers, sockets, fans.
Like light points, automations are identified by an interface number and address. In small systems there is usually only one
interface: the Main one. Addresses, on the other hand, can be grouped in “General”, "Rooms" and "Groups". The installer
should have given you the information needed to identify these automations in your system. Usually, this information is also
available in the My Home system booklet.
To set automations, follow the steps below, the same steps used to set light points.

Figure 35: Select the tab
“Automatisms” and the press
“Edit”

Figure 36: Push the '+' button

Figure 37: Insert a name and then
press “Save”
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Figure 38: (Optional) Push on the
icon to add a photo

Figure 39: Take a photo from the
device album or take a new photo

Figure 40: Move and scale and
then press “Choose”

Figure 41: Like in the Lights
procedure, select a room, an
address ... Then press “Save”

Figure 42: The list of automatism
types.

Figure 43: Push “Done” to end or
“+” to add a new automatism.
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Figure 44: This is a screen sample
with more than one automatism

Figure 45: Selecting an automatism
in the list you can now control it.
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Video camera settings
Video cameras are set just like other types of actuators. The only difference worth mentioning is how they are identified in the
domotic system. In fact, a video camera is identified by an address and channel type (interface): it can be public or private.
Another important feature is that Domotica can manage IP addressed video cameras in addition to those mentioned earlier,
called BUS cameras.

Figure 46: Push the tab
“Cameras” and select “Edit”

Figure 47: Push '+'

Figure 48: Enter a name and select
“Save”
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Figure 49: (Optional) Push on the
camera icon to add an image

Figure 50: Take the image from
album or take a new photo

Figure 51: Move and scale. After
that press ‘Use’

Figure 52: Suppose to configure a
“BUS camera”: select then “BUS
camera”

Figure 53: Choose all the other
options and then touch “Save”

Figure 54: Suppose now to
configure an IP Camera: select “IP
Camera”
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Figure 55:Fill the field with the
address of the IP Camera. The
address must return a still picture!

Figure 56: Press “Done” to end.
Press “+” to add a new camera

Figure 57: In this example 2
camera are configured. Select one
of them in order to display the
monitoring panel.

Figure 58: The image is refreshed
periodically. Touch “X” to exit
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Note: with firmware 3.xx for BTicino gateways, it is possible to insert a “password” for the BUS cameras. If this password is
set, it is necessary to insert it also into the “Connection Setting” section of Domotica:

The“Password” field into the
connection data settings for the
BUS cameras
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Scenario settings
Domotica lets you set and control both Normal and Advanced scenarios. One or the other type can be enabled according to
the type installed.
The steps needed to set a scenario are illustrated below: repeat the steps to set new scenarios.

Figure 59:Choose the tab “Other”
and select “Scenes”. Push Edit.

Figure 60:Push ‘+’.

Figure 61:Insert a name and then
touch “Save”
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Figure 62: Like in the Lights
insert procedure enter connection
settings and all the other
parameters

Figure 63: Typology: select
‘Normal’ if you have a standard
scenes module, differently (E.g.
with MH200) select “Improved”

Figure 64: In the “Commands”
section, select the command
related to the scene

At this point, if you choose a Normal scenario in you must set only one command. Differently, in case of improved scenarios,
you must set a command for all the following items, related each one to a button in the scenario detail control window:
-

Enable scenario command

-

Disable scenario command

-

Start scenario command

-

Stop scenario command
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Figure 65: This is the edit panel in
case of improved scene

Figure 66: Once setting are
completed push “Save” and then
“Done”

Figure 67: Select the new item to
display the scene control panel

Figure 68: The detail panel of the
scene. In this example the scene is
an improved scene
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Sound system settings
Domotica lets you manage the following sound system controls:
-

turning speakers on and off

-

speaker volume

-

source cycles

Figure 69: Select the “Sound
diffusion” line in the “More” tab

Figure 70: push ‘+’

Figure 71: Insert the name of the
sound diffusion system
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Figure 72: Insert the ambient
address (this is not the amplifiers
address). You can also add a room

Figure 73: Push “Done” and select
the new item

Figure 74: Push the “Edit” button,
then “+” and then insert the name
of the new amplifier.

Figure 75: Insert the typology and
select the amplifier connection
address.

Figure 76: Once pressed the
“Save” button the above panel will
appear. Touch “Done” and select
the amplifier

Figure 77: The detail panel permits
to switch ON/OFF the amplifier
and to control the volume.
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Figure 78: Once closed the detail
panel, the amplifier list is shown.
Select “Audio sources” to cycle the
sources.

Figure 79: Push the button to
change the source. Sources that
will cycle are the sources which
address is set in the “Audio
SOURCES connection data” form.
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Heating settings
Watch this tutorial video to learn how to configure the heating plant:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6gZF2-VtcI&context=C31cb422ADOEgsToPDskL7ajBYOEASE5OUvnN7IYga

The video displays an iPad device, but the setting steps are the same for iPhone and iPod Touch devices.
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Custom control settings
Domotica lets you enter customs controls to send to the system, save them to use later and change them in run-time mode.
Let’s see how:

Figure 80: Select the panel
“Customized” and the press “Edit”

Figure 81: Push ‘+’

Figure 82: Insert the name of the
command and the OpenWebNet
command
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Figure 83: Select “Done” and
touch the new item to open the
detail panel.

Figure 84: Pushing the “SEND”
label the app will send the
command to the system

Figure 85: (Optional): touching the
command string you can “runtime” modify the command.
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Gateway configuration
In order to allow the Domotica application to access the system, the gateway used must be appropriately set.
The described procedure is necessary and required by the system manufacturer for all third party applications.
Whatever the gateway model used, the manufacturer provides Windows software that lets you set up gateway access
permissions. In our case, the gateway must be set up so that it does not require OPEN authentication to the Domotica
application. For this reason you must provide the gateway with the device IP address (iPhone, iPad, etc.) used to connect to
the system for control.
The TiF453AV program screen (that allows you to set the 453AV gateway model), where you can enter an “allowed” IP
address range, is illustrated below. In this case, devices with IP address from 192.168.0.1 to 192.168.0.100 can access the
gateway to control the home.

Figure 86
As an example, if the device running Domotica has fixed address 192.168.0.15, you must enter an address range in this
screen that includes 192.168.0.15 (as indicated in the previous illustration: xxx.xxx.x.1-100) or just this single address.
Otherwise, Domotica, like any other third party application, will not be able to access the system.
Please note that we highly discourage including the IP address for the computer running the configuration application in the
enabled address range: in this case, in fact, once settings are saved, the gateway can no longer be accessed via the LAN.
Please see the system manufacturer’s documentation for further information on gateway configuration software use.
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Access via 3G mobile network
As mentioned, your system can also be remotely accessed via 3G mobile network using Domotica.
If you do not want to create a VPN (Virtual Private Network), a choice we recommend but that requires advanced system
skills, follow the steps below:
-

set your home ADSL router so that it has a remotely accessible address: a fixed IP address (given by the provider) is
needed or you can use free naming services such as DYNDNS or NOiP

-

enter the address to remotely access the router in the Domotica configuration

-

set a port forwarding on the router as follows:

-

o

remote calls on port 10000 must be redirected to the internal BTicino gateway address, port 10000

o

remote calls on port 20000 must be redirected to the internal BTicino gateway address, port 20000

o

remote calls on port 443 must be redirected to the internal BTicino gateway address, port 443

set the gateway as described in paragraph “Gateway configuration”: in this case, enter an IP address range that
includes those usually assigned by your provider so that they are considered "reliable" by the gateway.
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App settings
Chose Settings  Domotica on your device to set all the options of the application.

Figure 87: The settings view on
iPhone

-

Start with maps view: this option is enabled only on iPad devices and when it’s ON the application starts
immediately with the maps view (see "iPad version” chapter for details).

-

Entities edit permitted: when ON it’s possible to insert, edit and cancel entities that make up the building. When OFF
you can’t manage new lights, new automatisms and so on, because the “Edit” buttons are hidden.

-

iPhone/iPod Touch view settings: this option is valid only for iPhone and iPod Touch. For each category you can
hide/unhide the relative tab button. For instance if you set “Show cam” OFF, when you’ll start the application, you’ll
see all the category (lights, automatisms…) except the cams one.

-

Refresh period: this option permits to set the preferred refresh period of all the cameras of the building. For example,
if you set 1”, the app will reload a new image for each second and the refresh rate is 1 frame/sec.
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Database migration
When the building setup is completed and you can control all lights, automatism and so on, you can copy the entire setup
from a device to another device, for example from iPhone to iPad. In this way you have not to manually enter again all the
entities on a new device.
These are the steps to migrate the database from a Device1 to Device2 (Domotica must be installed on both devices):

1. connect Device1 to your computer by wire
2. start iTunes
3. select the Device1 name in the list on the left
4. select App menu in the top bar of iTunes
5. scroll down the page
6. select Domotica in the App list of the Document sharing section (see the following figure)
7. select Domotica.sqlite
8. press the Save button
9. select the desktop folder and save
10. disconnect Device1
11. connect now Device2 by wire
12. follow the steps from 3 to 6 for Device2
13. press the Add button
14. select the previously saved file from desktop folder
15. overwrite the file
16. disconnect Device 2
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Figure 88 - The iTunes documents sharing screen
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iPad version
The iPad version works almost the same way as the iPhone and iPod Touch versions: the difference is the object layout on
the larger screen and the control panel display.

Figure 89

The list of controllable objects or rooms is displayed in the horizontal version with the details that can be controlled for the
object selected from the list shown on the left.
When the iPad is turned vertically, the page content rotates as shown in Figure 90. The menu with the object list, in this case,
is accessible via the button at the top left.
To open the control menu, swipe the screen with 1 finger from left to right: the control menu will open as indicated in
Figure 91.
The other functions can be accessed in the same way as they are in the iPhone and iPod Touch versions.
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Figure 90
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Figure 91
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Maps view
On iPad tablet device is available the map view where you can control your entities directly from a picture of the room of from
a map of the house as background.
There are two ways to open the iPad maps screen:
-

set the option “Start with maps screen” from Settings  Domotica view (see also “App Settings” chapter of this guide)
and start the application

-

select the maps icon

visible on main popup menu or on the header of the room list:

Figure 92 - how to open the maps view

Follow this YouTube link to learn how to manage the maps view:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbOWl0AOjQo
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Figura 93 - A maps view screenshot
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